
2. Choose the 
activity (poll) type

Cancel

3. Enter question 
& responses

Add a response

Delete a response

Add an image

6. Create Poll and 
return to main page 

5. Create Poll and 
add another one

4. select drop-down menu 
to add poll to a group

Select correct answer

Open question – responses 
display as word cloud

Students rank a list of things 
in order of their preference

Students respond to a series 
of polls at their own pace

Students post a 
question, others 
can vote it up or 
down

Students click a 
point on an image. 
Regions can be 
defined

Open question –
responses display 
as a list

1. Creating questions

Multiple choice can 
include text, images 
and Latex

1. Select + or Create



2. Managing questions on the ‘My Polls’ page

1. Select the group 
you want to 
manage, or …

2. Select the poll(s) 
you want to 
manage

Expand/collapse a group

These polls are locked
(student’s can’t respond 
when presented on screen)

3. Choose the 
appropriate function

Poll 
selection 
options

These options appear 
when you hover over 

the group name



3. Presenting questions part one

Presentation tools 
(see next page for 
details)

Choose how 
often a student 
can respond

Decide if students 
are allowed to 
change their minds

Select this button to 
edit the question

Question export 
options

Shows correct 
answer & no. 
of responses



Select this button to change the Visual settings. To the right is a summary of some of the 

more useful settings. 

When presenting from Fullscreen (see below) polls are automatically ‘pushed’ (made 

available) to students using the web to respond. Use this button to manually push/un-push

Select this button to lock and unlock the poll. 

Select this button to clear the poll results. Polleverywhere will store the results and 

you can then re-run the poll

Select this icon to show and hide poll results from students

Select this button to enter and exit Fullscreen mode. Fullscreen mode is recommended 

as a) it is easier for students to see the poll and b) questions are automatically ‘pushed’ 

to students who use the web to respond

Select this button to show and hide the correct answer(s) if they have been assigned

Switch between a bar chart and 

column chart display

Adjust the display size of the 

question. Useful if the 

question is very long

Choose between a 

percentage or number 

display for your response 

chart

Hide either the title 

(question) or how to respond 

(your web address). Useful if 

you need more screen space 

for the response chart

Go to next poll. 

Go to previous poll. 

4. Presenting questions part two

Instructional view settings 

include an option to add an 

image with the question title


